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Appr. 114,000 shareholders
•
•
•
•

Power and heat company in the Nordic countries, Russia, Poland and the Baltics
Listed at the Helsinki Stock Exchange since 1998
Among the most traded shares on the Nasdaq Helsinki stock exchange
Market cap ~16 billion euros
Households 8.8%
Financial and insurance institutions 2.2%
Other Finnish investors 7.9%

Finnish State 50.8%

31 May 2015
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Foreign investors 30.3%

Heating and CHP operations in 2014
35

Total heat sales, TWh
Finland
Baltic countries
Poland
Great Britain (sold in 2014)
Russia

3.2
1.2
3.4
1.5
26.0

CHP plants accounted for
28% of total power generation and
90% of total heat production

In jointly owned companies, heat sales, TWh**

Fortum Värme in Sweden
TGC-1 in Russia

8
28

Joensuu
Järvenpää
Stockholm**

Coal 38%

ST. Petersburg**
Espoo
Tartu
Pärnu
Jelgava
Klaipeda

Tobolsk
Argayash

Tyumen

Chelyabinsk

Oil 1%
Heat pumps,
electricity 1%
Waste 3%
Peat 3%

Natural gas
29%

Biomass 25%
European heat production 8 TWh
(Heat production capacity 3,900 MW)

Note: Fortum’s total power generation 73 TWh and total heat production 35 TWh in 2014
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Wroclaw
Świebodzice
Zabrze

Plock
Częstochowa
Bytom

CHP plant locations today
District heat supply/networks
w/o own production

Renewable CHP and DH investments of Fortum
Joensuu

Naantali

Pyrolysis oil
production in
CHP plant

co-owned bioCHP (ongoing)
Joensuu

Brista

Stockholm

co-owned
waste-CHP

Jelgava
Klaipeda

Częstochowa

co-owned bioCHP (ongoing)

sewage water
heat pump

geothermal
heat (ongoing)

Bio-CHP

Czestochowa
Coal/bio-CHP

Zabrze
Coal/waste-CHP
(ongoing)
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Espoo

Espoo

Jelgava

Waste-CHP

Järvenpää
Bio-CHP

Värtan

Klaipeda

Järvenpää
Espoo

Espoo
heat recovery
from hospital
(ongoing)
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EU’s strategy for heating and cooling

Possible consequences on the DH sector
• Focus on de-carbonization and energy efficiency in heating and cooling

Main
objectives

• Encouraging buildings (end-customers) and heating sectors for primary energy
savings
• Realizing synergies between heat and electricity sectors i.e. demand response,
flexibility for RES, heat pumps in heating
• Technology neutrality – level playing field in heating and cooling markets

Principles to
apply

• Encouraging new technologies in heating and cooling i.e. heat pumps
• Recognition of national and local characteristics of heating and cooling
• Departing heating policy from social policy
• Direction for upcoming legal reviews during 2016-17

Prospective
proposals

• Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD)

• Renewable Energy Directive (RESD)
• Energy Efficiency Directive (EED)

• Policy recommendations and pathways for well-functioning heat markets and DH
systems
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EU’s strategy for heating and cooling

Heat markets should be driven by customers and competition
o Free choice by end-customers
enhances engagement and
trust on heat providers

Electrical
heating

Individual
gas
boilers
District
heating
system

o Equal competition rules that
replace uneven regulatory
treatment between alternatives

Existing and
new customers
(building owners)
Individual
heat
pumps

Heat
markets

Individual
solar
thermal

o Fair competition between alternatives calls for affordability

o New technologies more likely
to emerge and to be utilized
o Drives for best resource and
system efficiency

Increased heat system flexibility required
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EU’s strategy for heating and cooling

DH price competitiveness with main alternatives in Finland and Sweden
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•

Low electricity prices and interest rates are driving ground heat pump competitiveness.

•

Geothermal heat pumps are competitive with DH with current low power price in the Nordics.

•

Gas boilers are serious competitors to DH i.e. in the Baltic countries.

•

Air heat pumps have also become more efficient and less expensive and might reduce
substantially the base load heat demand.

Circular Economy – towards zero waste in Europe

Future role of waste-to-energy under discussions in EU
• EU consultations on Circular
Economy (CE) and Waste Market
Distortions during 2015

• EU’s upcoming CE target setting
(waste directive package) shall give
direction for
• Alignment of waste statistics and
definitions across EU
• More ambitious recycling targets
• Banning of landfilling
• Waste shipment across EU
• Early warning mechanisms
• Extended producer responsibility
• EU’s waste-to-energy
communication during 2016
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Municipal waste treatment in 2013 Source: CEWEP

 Banning landfilling promotes higher recycling and wasteto-energy
 About 60 % of existing waste-to-energy plants across
Europe are high-efficient CHP plants
 Recovered heat energy from waste represent about 10 %
(50 TWh/a) of total district heat production in Europe

Circular Economy – towards zero waste in Europe

Waste-to-energy an essential part of circular economy
Fortum views
 The ‘Waste Hierarchy’ principle is a relevant foundation for waste
management, ensuring that combustible waste otherwise destined to
landfills is used for thermal energy and material recovery .
 Reliable, comparable and unified definitions and statistics on
recycled quantities are needed to achieve for target-setting and
measuring the transition towards the Circular Economy.
 The definition of quality criteria for recycling would be necessary to
ensure that the circular economy focus and outcome would enhance the
quality, not only the quantity of recycling.
 We support a tighter target for minimizing the landfilling of recyclable
and recoverable waste latest by 2025 but would prefer even earlier
implementation. Waste landfilling tax as main steering mechanism.

Figure. Thermal energy and material recovery as vital contributor
to the Circular Economy concept (source: Fortum)

 Waste destined for recovery purposes, shall be treated according to
internal market principles meaning waste should be freely traded inside
the EU.
 Energy recovery from waste should not be imposed by taxation as it
does not promote recycling nor prevention of waste production.
 The biodegradable part of waste is to be regarded as a renewable
energy source.
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Biomass sustainability policy

Bioenergy has a significant greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction potential
• Biomass is the only renewable source that can replace fossil fuels in
all energy markets – production of heat, electricity and fuels for transport.
• Use of all types of bioenergy – solid, liquid and gaseous – should be
ecologically, socially and economically sustainable.
• Sustainability criteria should be legally binding and apply to all types of
biomass and to the origin of all bioenergy – regardless whether used by
industry, energy production or transportation.
• Policy target should be global sustainability criteria, but at least
common EU requirements. Mutual recognition is needed to facilitate the
market of biomass-based products.
• Sustainable forest management and generally recognized agricultural
practices establish the basis for the sustainable production of biomass.
• A key issue is to retain carbon neutrality of biomass as set out in the
ETS Directive.
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Finnish new Government’s energy policy directions

Strong focus on renewable energy
• The new Finnish Government (since May 2015) has an ambitions
programme on renewable and bioenergy
– A specific strategic programme will be developed to boost bio-economy and clean
solutions (~100 M€ financing envelope reserved for this purpose)

• Main energy policy objectives:
– Phase out coal use in energy production by mid-2020s.
– Increase the share of renewable energy to over 50 % during the 2020s.
• Current EU target for Finland is 37 % by 2020

– Energy independency will be increased to over 55 % (including peat)
– Increase the share of transport biofuels to 40 % by 2030
– Somewhat lower ambition in wind generation target (from 2500 MW to 2000 MW by
2020)
– Move towards technology neutral and competitive renewable support schemes
• The current system is considered too expensive
• Work to define the new subsidy system has just been launched
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Heat markets in Finland and Lithuania

Heat policies aim to enhance competition but on different levels
FINLAND: DH competitive with alternatives – free choice of customers,

Local heat retail (end-customer) markets
(residential, tertiary and industrial buildings)

equal market conditions and non-regulation, relevant markets

LITHUANIA: Regulation of DH costs - networks and
production separately, regulated DH connection

District heat (DH) retail and networks

FINLAND: DH system optimization based on voluntary agreements with
independent producers and own capacity decisions (a single-buyer model)
LITHUANIA: Monthly auctioning in heat production
(mix of single-buyer and regulated third-party-access;
mix of competitive auctioning and price-regulation)

Independent heat
producer(s)

Alternative space heating
solutions
Gas boilers, electricity,
solar panels, heat pumps

Single-buyer’s heat
production capacity

A DH system boundary

In Finland the responsible DH system operator (single-buyer) has increasing competitive
pressure from end-customers driven by technology development and thus economic
incentives to seek on voluntary basis for better system efficiency and lowest cost heat sources
(excess heat from industries and customers, heat pumps, geothermal heat).
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Heat markets in Finland

DH and fuel price, RES-H and CO2 developments in Finland

Source: Finnish Energy Industries, 2015 (ET)
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DH systems in Finland and Lithuania

Reaching policy objectives as indication for well-functionality
Policy areas

Key targets and measures

Climate:
De-carbonization and
energy efficiency

FINLAND

LITHUANIA

Share of RES in heating

~31 %

~34 %

CHP share in DH production

73 %

56 %

Average energy use of buildings, kWh/m2

125

210

DH system density, GWh/km

2,3

2,8

Ab. 8 %

N/A

DH sales to end-customers, TWh

31,7

7,5

Share of citizens served by DH, %

50 %

57 %

72,8 €/MWh2

73,0 €/MWh

123,1

63,5

100

194

Heat network losses

District heating:
Competitiveness and
affordability

Average DH prices incl. fuel taxes and VAT1
Purchasing power parities, EU28=100
PPP3 adjusted average DH price (Finland=100)

•
•
•

More energy efficient buildings sector and DH systems in Finland
Higher utilization of energy efficient CHP in Finland
Better DH affordability in Finland due to competitive pressures from alternatives

1

VAT rates 24 % in Finland and 9 % in Lithuania (residential customers) used.
Finland, also fossil fuel taxation included.
3 PPP = Purchasing power parity, 2013 Source: Eurostat
2 In
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Source: Euro Heat & Power Year Book 2015

Key takeaways
• EU’s heating and cooling strategy lifts heating and cooling sectors at the
center of de-carbonization and energy efficiency policies
• EU’s circular economy and reviewed waste legislation package shall
enhance more ambitious recycling targets and landfilling banning

• Finnish heat markets - where DH is one heating alternative in competition with
others - incentivizes DH sector effectively for competitiveness and energy
savings
• Mandatory DH production competition in Lithuania – combining priceregulation and auctioning - is challenging for economic DH capacity
optimization and may risk DH competitiveness against alternatives over time
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Thank you!
esa.hyvarinen@fortum.com
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